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FOREWORD

This publication has been prepared by the EI Aviation Committee. It is intended to provide guidance on performance requirements for protective coating systems that may be used in aviation fuel handling systems (e.g. storage tanks, rail tank cars, road tankers, hydrant pipe, filter vessels and piping).

This second edition replaces the first edition published in 2007 and has been prepared to incorporate the following changes:

- Expansion of the scope to reflect the wider application of the standard in aviation fuel handling systems (e.g. storage tanks, rail tank cars, road tankers, hydrant pipe, filter vessels and piping).
- Deletion of the reference to MIL-PRF-4556 which is obsolete.
- Clarification that Test Fluid B should be a jet fuel meeting either ASTM D1655 or DEF STAN 91-91, without CVLI, FSII or SDA.
- Extension of the test protocol for Test Fluid C (synthetic seawater) to also include visual inspection after seven days of drying.
- The inclusion of requirements for more photographic records of testing.
- Clarification that a full penetration weld rather than arc welding should be used as part of the lining burn back test.
- The inclusion of an annex that provides a test fluid to assess the impact of a 50/50 blend of FSII/water on coating systems that will handle jet fuel containing FSII.
- The inclusion of an annex that provides information that may be of assistance for the assessment of existing coatings of unknown provenance.

Where coatings have been qualified to the requirements of EI 1541 1st edition and have demonstrated no harms in service, it may not be necessary for them to be requalified to the second edition of this publication (but, for example, see Annex B – the new requirements for testing with an FSII/water test fluid, intended only for coatings to be used in systems conveying fuel containing FSII). New coating system qualifications shall be in accordance with the requirements of this edition of this standard.

Users of this publication shall be aware that due consideration shall be given to the effect of any unusual or abnormal circumstance, on which it is not possible to generalise within the scope of this publication. Specialist advice shall be sought in these cases.

In addition, in some areas local or national statutory regulations also apply (e.g. German Institute of Building Technology requirement for tank coatings which result in a grey colour). This publication is intended to be complementary to these established controls and practices.

The EI is not undertaking to meet the duties of employers to warn and equip their employees, and others exposed, concerning health and safety risks and precautions, nor undertaking their obligations under local and regional laws and regulations.

Nothing contained in any EI publication is to be construed as granting any right, by implication or otherwise, for the manufacture, sale, or use of any method, apparatus, or product covered by letters patent. Neither shall anything contained in the publication be construed as insuring anyone against liability for infringement of letters patent.
This publication is intended to assist those involved in the storage of aviation fuel. Every effort has been made by the EI to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data contained herein; however, the EI makes no representation, warranty, or guarantee in connection with this publication and hereby expressly disclaims any liability or responsibility for loss or damage resulting from its use or for the violation of any local or regional laws or regulations with which this publication may conflict.

Suggested revisions are invited and should be submitted to the

Technical Department
Energy Institute,
61 New Cavendish Street,
London,
W1G 7AR
e: technical@energyinst.org
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1 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Protective coating systems are applied to interior metal surfaces of jet fuel and aviation gasoline handling systems (including storage tanks, rail tank cars, road tankers, hydrant pipe, filter vessels and piping). Coating systems serve multiple functions including the prevention of corrosion on the metal surfaces, to ensure the integrity of containment as well as protecting aviation fuel from contamination by rust during storage and distribution. They also facilitate the removal of particulate contamination as their smooth surface helps the movement of contaminants to drain points. This may reduce the need for more frequent tank entry and cleaning, and also reduce the potential for microbial proliferation. Note: Coating systems that may trap water in their structure (e.g. certain types of glass fibre material) shall not be used as they negate the benefits of the coating, as described here.

There are many issues to consider when planning to use a protective coating system such as:
- determination of the effect of the coating on the aviation fuel;
- determination of the effect of aviation fuel on the coating;
- selection of the appropriate coating system;
- surface preparation;
- correct application, and
- curing and testing of applied coating systems.

1.2 SCOPE

This publication is intended to apply to:
- performance requirements for protective coating systems;
- coating manufacturer’s test procedures, and
- coatings used in aviation fuel handling systems (e.g. storage tanks, rail tank cars, road tankers, hydrant pipe, filter vessels and piping).

1.3 RETROACTIVITY

The provisions of this standard are intended for application to new aviation fuel handling systems or existing systems that are undergoing coating repair or replacement.

1 It should be noted that the use of stainless steel or aluminium may preclude the need for the use of a protective coating.